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INTRODUCTION 
Many questions in differential geometry and mathematical physics 
lead to the study of a special class of inhomogeneous nonlinear operator 
equations of the form Au = j defined on a real infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert space H. This class can be distinguished by two basic properties. 
First, the operator A is the Frechet derivative of some real valued Cz 
functional a(u) defined on H (i.e., A is a gradient operator). Second, 
the operator A is semilinear in the sense that it can be represented as a 
completely continuous (nonlinear) perturbation N of a linear Fredholm 
operator L. Consequently the solutions of the equation Au = f are the 
critical points of the functional 
w = q4 - (f, 4. 
Some of these critical points can be though of as arising from the inter- 
action of the spectral properties of L and the qualitative features of the 
(nonlinear) perturbation N. We shall take up the study of such critical 
points here, relative to the problem of solvability of such semilinear 
gradient operator equations. 
A precise study of the solvability properties of these semilinear 
operator equations is made difficult by the following facts. 
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(i) The operator A may well not be surjective and may in fact be 
in the same homotopy class as a map a which omits several directions 
in H. 
(ii) The desired solutions of the inhomogeneous operator equation 
may well be degenerate critical points of “saddle point type” for the 
functional I(U). Moreover the functional I(U) may well not be bounded 
below on H. 
(iii) The desired solutions may be critical points of infinite Morse 
index for I(u) (since the linear operator-L may well have infinite spectrum). 
Consequently the current methods for studying the solvability of the 
equation Au = f, (namely the Leray-Schauder degree theory (and its 
generalizations) as well as the Palais-Smale theory of critical points on 
Hilbert manifolds) become inapplicable. The Leray-Schauder theory [I] 
fails because (i) implies the degree of A (at the origin) is zero. The 
Palais-Smale theory [2] generally needs modification since (a) their 
compactness condition (C) (described below in Sect. 2) may fail to hold 
due to (ii), (b) critical points with infinite Morse index mentioned in 
(iii) are “invisible” to the generalized Morse inequalities, and (c) even 
if all the critical points of I(U) are nondegenerate, the generalized Morse 
inequalities provide only relations between the critical points of various 
finite indices if they exist, when applied to the case in which I(u) is 
defined on H and is unbounded below. 
Here we seek a “semilinear analog of a well-known Fredholm theorem 
from linear operator equations: (*) “If L is a linear self-adjoint Fredholm 
operator of a Hilbert space H into itself, the equation Lu = f is solvable 
if and only iff is orthogonal to the elements of the kernel of L.” 
To find an analog of this result one must devise substitutes for the 
notions of orthogonality and “the principle of superposition” that play 
a crucial role in the theory of linear operator theory. Here we utilize 
new variational characterizations of tentative solutions of the operator 
Au = f, by minimax principles adapted to the spectral properties of L 
to attain the desired solvability criteria. Indeed, a close scrutiny of a large 
number of examples shows that any semilinear analog of (*) must be 
adjusted to take into account the spectral properties of L. The variational 
characterizations, obtained in the sequel, do take these properties into 
account. They will be used to assert the existence of critical points of I(u) 
and consequently to provide an analog for the result (*). 
Most recent approaches to solvability questions for nonlinear operator 
equations of the form Au = g attempt to place enough restrictions on A 
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so that the mapping A becomes surjective. An important exception is a 
recent paper of Nirenberg [3] in which sufficient conditions for the 
solvability of the general semilinear operator equation Lu + Nu = f 
(defined on a Banach space X) is given. In this work, no restriction to 
gradient operator equations is made (in fact, L can be any bounded linear 
Fredholm operator of nonnegative index p) and the results obtained 
are applied to semilinear elliptic boundary value problems. However, 
the nonlinear term N is (in applications) required to be uniformly 
bounded over H in the sense that there is an absolute constant k’ such 
that I/ NU 11 < K for all u E X, and in fact the sufficient condition found 
(expressed in terms of the stable homotopy class of a map Y from 
Ker L to coker L) is a criteria for the mapping L + N to be essential. 
Consequently this sufficient condition is both difficult to check and 
generally not a necessary condition for solvability. It is the purpose of 
the present paper to obtain more computable necessary and sufficient 
conditions for solvability by restricting attention to semilinear operators 
of gradient type, but not requiring that the term N be uniformly bounded 
over H. 
Our paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 1 we 
describe some relevant specific results from differential geometry, and 
the theory of semilinear elliptic partial differential equations that serve 
as examples for our theory. In Section 2 we set down the basic notions 
that will be used in the proof of the results of the latter sections, and 
prove a few basic results about abstract variational problems associated 
with semilinear operators. In Section 3 we state and prove the main 
results of the paper, and, in particular, an analog for the result (*) 
mentioned above. In Section 4 we relate the results obtained to the 
examples of Section 3 and apply our abstract results to some other 
nonlinear problems. As this paper was submitted in January 1974, a 
few more recent references have been included in the Bibliography. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.A. The Problems to be Discussed 
As mentioned in the introduction we seek a nonlinear analog of the 
Fredholm theorem (*). Thus we are called upon to determine 
(a) a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the 
operator equation 
Lu + N’(u) = f, f given. (1.1) 
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In connection with (a), we make the following observations. First in 
analogy with the classical Fredholm theorem (*) an immediate necessary 
condition for a solution u of (1.1) is that 
N’(U) -f 1 KerL. (1.2) 
In the linear case M’(U) = 0, and the necessary condition is also suffi- 
cient. Consequently in the general case, we shall seek a sufficient con- 
dition that also reduces to this orthogonality condition in case&“‘(u) = 0. 
Thus we sharpen (a) by requiring 
(b) the necessary and sufficient condition of (a) should reduce to 
the usual orthogonality condition f 1 KerL when J’(U) = 0. As will 
be seen in the example of Section 1.3, this requirement (b) is, in effect, 
a qualitative restriction on the functional N(u). 
l.B. A Problem in Global Dt#erential Geometry 
Let (M, g) be a compact C” Riemannian 2-manifold, then we consider 
the problem. 
(‘ir) Find a C” metric # = enog, (pointwise) conformally equivalent 
to g with prescribed Gauss curvature K(x), (also assumed Cm). 
A “topological obstruction” to solving this problem is the Gauss- 
Bonnet theorem which in the present case can be expressed by noting 
that if 2 = e%g is the desired metric, then 
s K(x) e20 dVg = 27rX(M), (1.3) M 
where dV, denotes the volume element of (M, g) and x(M) denotes the 
Euler-PoincarC characteristic of M. 
On the other hand, in order for the metric 2 = e2”g to have the C” 
prescribed Gauss curvature K(x), the function a(x) has to satisfy the 
following semilinear partial differential equation [4] 
da - k(x) + K(x) 30 = 0, (1.4) 
where d denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined on (M, g) and 
K(X) denotes the Gauss curvature. 
In order to solve the problem (z-) we seek necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of (1.4). Clearly one such necessary con- 
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dition is (1.3), and it is natural to inquire if this condition is also sufficient. 
This question can also be reduced to proving that the equation 
Au - K(x) 30 = k(x) 
is solvable if and only if for some C” function U(X) 
jM k(x) dr/- = 2nX(~) = jM K(X) e20 dv. U-5) 
The necessity of this condition can be obtained easily by integrating 
(1.4) over M. More importantly it can be interpreted exactly in terms of 
(1.2). Setting L = d, N’(u) = K(x)ezU, k(x) = f and interpreting 
orthogonality in the L, sense, (1.2) states that {K(x)ezU - k) be orthogonal 
to the constants, i.e., that (1.5) holds. The following facts are known 
about the solvability of (1.4) [4-61. 
(9 If (W g) = (P”, g,) (i.e., real projective 2-space with the 
standard metric of constant curvature l), then (1.4) is solvable if and 
only if supp2 K(x) > 0, equivalently there is a u E Cm(p2, g,) such that 
(1.3) holds. 
(ii) If (M,g) = (Sa,gl) (i.e., the 2-sphere with the standard 
metric of constant curvature I), then there is a function K(x) with 
sups2 K(x) > 0 for which (1.4) is not solvable. 
(iii) If x(M) = 0 and K(x) = 0, (1.5) is solvable if and only if K(x) 
changes sign on M and J K(x)e 2% dV # 0, where u,, is any solution of the 
Poisson equation AU = K(X) on M. 
(iv) If k(x) < 0(&O), (1.5) is solvable if and only if fM K(x) dV < 0. 
The proofs of these results can be understood in terms of the calculus 
of variations in the large. Indeed the solutions of (1.4) are identical with 
the critical points of the functional 
I(a) = jM{& 1 v u 12 - k(x) u + & K(x) e2u} dVg . 
In Section 4 we show that (on the basis of the results established here) 
the relevant critical points of this functional I(o) of (1.6) [except in 
(iv)] are neither absolute (nor relative) minima, but rather critical points 
that correspond to “saddle points” of I(a). Furthermore, the results of 
(ii) and (iii) will b e s h own to imply precision for the abstract results we 
obtain in the sequel. 
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l.C. A Semilinear Elliptic Boundary Value Problem 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Nirenberg [3] found criteria for 
the solvability of general semilinear elliptic boundary value problems 
defined over a bounded domain 52CGP of the form 
(a) Yu = g(x, D%) Ial <m--l, 
(b) Bu Ian = 0, 
(1.7) 
where (i) 9 is a linear elliptic partial differential operator of order m 
acting on scalar functions u satisfying coercive boundary condition Bu 
of order less than or equal to m, and 
(ii) g(~, 7) is a continuous, uniformly bounded function of its 
arguments such that 
exists with the convergence uniform in fi x (1 7 / = l}. As is well 
known, the (weak) solutions of (1.7) in the Sobolev space W,,,(Q) can 
be put in (1-I) correspondence with the solutions of a semilinear 
operator equation Lu + Nu = f, where L + N maps W,,,(Q) into 
W,-,,,(Q), L is a linear Fredholm operator and N is completely con- 
tinuous (but not linear). Assuming the index p of L is nonnegative, .9 
satisfies a unique continuation property, it is proved in [3] that (1.7) is 
solvable provided the stable homotopy class of a certain map # from the 
unit,sphere in Ker 9 to the unit sphere in coker 9 is nontrivial. In case 
p = 0, dim Ker 9’ = dim coker 9 and the criteria becomes the degree 
Of* # 0. 
In the simplest case in which p = 0 dim Ker 9 = 1 and g(x, Dau) = 
g(x, U) deg # # 0 means that A, = JuCO h(x, l)wl + SW,,, h(x, -1)~~ 
and A, = SW,,, h(x, I)wl + JW>0 h(x, -1)~~ have different signs, where. 
w and w1 are nonzero elements of Ker 9 and coker 9, respectively. A 
somewhat stronger result was obtained earlier by Landesmann and 
Lazer [7]. Indeed, specializing still further assuming m = 1, dip formally 
self-adjoint, Dirichlet boundary conditions for B, andg(x, U) = f (x) -g(u) 
with lim,,,, g(u) = g(f co 1, a necessary and suficient condition for the 
weak solvability of (1.7) was found to be 
g(- a) s,,, w dx + g(m) s,,, w < (f, w) < dco) s,,, w + g(- co) s,,, ** 
(1.9) 
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The importance of this condition is that it reduces to the linear orthog- 
onality condition f 1 Ket L when g(a) = 0, and so is a suitable answer 
for the question (b) of Section 1. 
In the sequel we shall obtain generalizations of (1.9) that can be 
defined whether or not the nonlinear term g(u) is bounded. In fact our 
assumption on the growth of g(u) will depend on the spectral properties 
of L. Furthermore the condition we give is easily expressible in an 
abstract Hilbert space context. 
I .D. Properties of Semilinear Gradient Operators 
The critical points of functionals I(U) associated with semilinear 
operators A of the form Au = Lu + J+“‘(U) possess several special 
properties not shared by more general functionals. To describe these we 
recall the following definitions. 
DEFINITIONS 1.10. Let I(U) be a C2 functional defined on a Hilbert 
space H, and suppose 5 is a critical point of I(U) (i.e., the Frechet 
derivative of I(U), at a, I’(U) = 0). Th en ii is a nondegenerate critical 
point of I(U), if the bounded linear operator I”@) is invertible on H. 
Otherwise a is called degenerate. The Morse index of u is the dimension 
(possibly infinite) of the linear subspace of H on which the quadratic 
form (I”(E)v, V) is negative definite. The critical values of I(u) are the 
real numbers c such that 1--l(c) contains a critical point of I(U). The 
singular set S of the Frechet derivative I’(U) is defined by setting 
S = {U 1 I”(U) is not invertible, u E H}. The singular values of I’(u) are 
the elements off(S). 
Now we suppose that the functional @PI(u) has a Frechet derivative 
02” that is a semilinear operator. Thus W(u) = Lu + Jr/-‘(u), where L 
is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator and JV’(U) is completely 
continuous in the sense that X’(U) maps weakly convergent sequences in 
H into strongly convergent sequences in H. The following properties hold. 
(1.11) O!‘(u) is a nonlinear Fredholm operator of index zero. 
(1.12) The singular values of Q!‘(u) form a nowhere dense and closed 
subset of H. 
(1.13). If a(u) is su@ientZy smooth say E Cm, where 
m 3 max (2, max clzlg Ker I”(U)), 
then the critical values of I(u) have Lebesgue measure zero on W. 
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The result (1.11) is immediate since p(u) = L + J’““(u). Clearly L 
is a linear Fredholm operator of index zero, and by a result of 
Krasnoselskii [ 171 .N”( u is compact, for any u E H, so W(u) is also ) 
a linear Fredholm operator of index zero. 
The results (1.12) and (1.13) now follow immediately from [15, 161. 
In the sequel it will also be useful to determine criteria for a semilinear 
operator A = L + C to be a proper map (i.e., the inverse image of any 
compact set K under A should be compact). To this end we provide the 
following criterion. 
LEMMA 1.14. A semilinear operator A = L + C mapping a Hilbert 
space H into itself is proper if the inverse image of any bounded set Z on H 
is bounded in H. 
Proof. Let g, -+ginH,withAu =g If suffices to prove that 
{un} has a convergent subsequence un”der tie assumption that 1) u, /I is 
uniformly bounded. To this end we observe that if 11 u, (1 is uniformly 
bounded, (un} has a weakly convergent subsequence with weak limit u 
which we again label u, . Consequently the compactness of C implies 
that {Lun} is strongly convergent since Lu, = g, - Cu, . Since L is a 
Fredholm operator, by [13] there is a positive absolute constant c such 
that 
II un - urn II 3 c IILU, - Lu, II + Ill u, - urn lli, (1.15) 
where 111 I// is some compact seminorm. Thus {un} is strongly convergent, 
as required. 
Palais and Smale [2] introduced the following compactness condition 
to extend the critical point theory of M. Morse to a Hilbert space context. 
DEFINITION 1.16. A C’ functional I(u) defined on a Hilbert space H 
is said to satisfy Condition C on I-l[a, b] if for any real number (Y 
(a < 01 < b) and any sequence 
U,EZ”={ilJUEH,a~Z(u)~~}, Z’(u,) + 0 
implies that (un) has a convergent subsequence. 
Clearly if I’(u) is a proper mapping of H into H, I(u) satisfies Condi- 
tion C. The following consequence of (1.15) holds 
LEMMA 1.17. Suppose the functional I(u) has a semilinear gradient and 
I-l (bounded interval) is bounded in H then for any finite numbers a, b, the 
functionaZI(u) satisjies Condition C on W = {u j u E H, a < I(u) < b). 
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Proof. Suppose u, E Ia$b and I’(u,) + 0. Then by repeating the 
argument of Lemma 1.14, we observe (after possibly passing to a 
subsequence), that the inequality (1 .I 5) holds, and so the lemma is 
immediately established. 
Remark 1.18. In Palais’ paper [18, p. 3381, the Morse inequalities 
are established for C3 functionals I(U) that satisfy the Condition C on 
1--‘[a, 61. We shall h s ow how these can be utilized in our work in 
Section 3. B. 
Finally we mention a few facts about the spectrum of a linear self- 
adjoint Fredholm operator L that will be used in the sequel. A real 
number h belongs to the essential spectrum of L, denoted u,(L) if X is 
in the spectrum of every compact linear perturbation of L. A consequence 
of this definition is that if o,(L) C [0, co] then L can be represented as the 
sum of positive self-adjoint operator L, and a compact operator L, . 
More general facts about the essential spectrum of linear operators are 
discussed in the books [13, 141. 
2. MINIMAX PRINCIPLES 
Here we describe the methods of the calculus of variations in the 
large that are relevant for our study of the problems (a)-(b), and semi- 
linear operator equations. The basic theme of the section is the detection 
of critical points for functionals of the form 
44 = w, u> + qq, (2.1) 
whereI’ = Lu + k%?‘(u) is a semilinear gradient operator. As mentioned 
in the Introduction, the critical points we seek are, in general, saddle 
points of I(U). In the sequel we shall characterize the associated critical 
values of I by a generalized minimax principle adapted to the spectral 
properties of L. 
2.A. Minimization 
The simplest criterion for the existence of critical points of a Cl 
functional I(U) associated with a semilinear gradient operator is based 
on weak lower semicontinuity of I(U) and the weak sequential compact- 
ness of the set 1% = {U j I(U) < OI}, and in particular on the notion: 
Coerciveness of a functional: 
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DEFINITION. A functional I(u) defined on a subset M of a Hilbert 
space H is called coercive on M, if I(z+J -+ co whenever u,, E M and 
/I u, /) -+ CO. Using this notion we prove 
(2.2). Suppose I(u) is a C1 functional defined on nonvacuous weakly 
sequentially closed subset M of a Hilbert space H. If I(u) is weakly lower 
semicontinuous and coercive on M, then (i) c = inf, I(u) is finite and 
attained by an element u E M, and (ii) if M is a Cl Hilbert manifold, any 
ti E M n I-l(c) is a critical point of I(u) restricted to M. 
Proof. By the coerciveness of I on M, the set la = {u j u E M(u) < a} 
is bounded for any finite number LX. Consequently c = inf, I(u) is 
bounded above -co, since the Cl functional I(u) itself is bounded. 
Moreover any minimizing sequence (un} E Ic+l, is bounded and so has a 
weakly convergent subsequence which we relabel {uJ with weak limit f. 
The weak lower semicontinuity of I(u) then implies that c = I(u), and 
the differentiability of I(u) implies that c is a critical value of I(u) restricted 
to M (provided M is a Hilbert manifold). Moreover, any u E M n IF(c) 
will then be a critical point of I(u) on M. 
The following criteria are useful in establishing the properties of 
weak lower semicontinuity and coerciveness for functionals defined on 
the entire Hilbert space H. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Criteria for weak lower semicontinuity). Let L be a 
bounded self-adjoint linear operator mapping H into itself whose essential 
spectrum u,(L) C [0, 001. Then if the bounded functional A?(u) is weakly 
lower semicontinuous, so is the functional I(u) = ~(Lu, u) + W(u). 
Proof. The proof is based on the simple fact that the sum of two 
weakly lower semicontinuous functionals is again weakly lower semi- 
continuous. Consequently we need only prove that the quadratic form 
(Lu, u) has the required semicontinuity property. However, this follows 
from the hypothesis on the essential spectrum of L since it implies that 
L = L, + L, with L, positive in the sense that (L,u, u) 3 0 for all 
u E H and L, compact. Thus the weakly lower semicontinuity of (Lu, u) 
follows from standard results. 
The following criteria is useful in establishing the coerciveness of 
functionals I(u) on a Hilbert space H. 
(2.4). Let L be a self-adjoint operator on H such that 
m = $,(Lu, U) > --oo 
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is not in o,(L). Assume that H is continuously imbedded in a Banach 
spare X such that for /I u /Ix suficiently large 
where q(r) is a continuous function such that T(Y) -+ 00 as Y -+ co. Then 
I(u) = $(Lu, u) + W(u) is coercive on H. 
Proof. Let N be the finite-dimensional null space of L - m, and 
let {uk} be a sequence such that 11 uk [/ + co. We have uk = u,~’ + ui, 
where u!,.’ i N and u;I E N. Now since m 4 a,(L), there is an absolute 
constant c0 with 
44 > co Ii 4 II; + 4 uk IId, co >o. 
Thus if 11 u,;’ jIH + co, we have l(uk) + co. Otherwise we must have 
II uk’ IIH < C and II u;L llH - ~0. But this implies // uk’ /lx < C’ and 
II 4 /lx - a, since dim Ker(L - m) < co. This gives /I uk IIX --f co. 
Hence I(u!,.) -+ CO in this case as well. 
2.B. Minimization with Natural Constraints 
If a critical value c of a functional I(u) is not an absolute minimum over 
the Hilbert space H, it may well happen that there is a submanifold M 
of H such that (i) c = inf, I(u) is attained by an element u E M. 
(ii) for any u E M n I-l(c), I’(U) = 0 so that zz is not only a critical 
point of I restricted to M, but also of I considered on the entire space H. 
(iii) Every critical point of I(U), lies on M. 
Such a set M is called a natural constraint for I, and is natural extension 
of the notion of orthogonal complement. An interesting geometric 
example of a natural isoperimetric constraint can be found in a paper of 
Poincare [S] on the problem of closed geodesics on two-dimensional 
ovaloids L f“. Clearly closed geodesics of length greater than zero are not 
absolute minima of the arc length functional I. PoincarC observed that if 
one considers the class C of simple closed curves y on&” that bisect the 
integra curvatura of JV (i.e., such that J,cM, K = 2~, where K is the 
Gauss curvature of JV and y(M) is a portion of ~9” with boundary y) 
then (i) inf, I is a critical point of the arc length functional and 
(ii) every simple (nontrivial) closed geodesic is in the class C, 
(this last fact is an immediate consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem). Thus the set C is a natural constraint in our sense, 
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In the present content, the following result will be of importance. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let N be a closed linear subspace of H and I(u) be a 
C2 functional on H. Set 
S = {u / u E H, I’(u) 1 N}. (2.6) 
Suppose (a) S is closed with respect to weak convergence and nonvacuous, 
(b) I(u) is coercive an S and weakly lower semicontinuous there, 
(c) I”(u) is definite on N for each u E S. 
Then (i) c = inf, I(u) is jkite and attained by an element f E S, and 
(ii) S is a natural constraint for the functional I(u) (on H). 
Proof. The result (2.2) and hypotheses (a), (b) imply c = inf, I(u) is 
finite and attained by an element zi E S. Consequently (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) we observe that the elements of S can be written as 
the zeros of the operator PI’(u) for u E H, where P is the canonical 
projection of H onto N. Now the operator PI’(u) can be considered as 
a mapping of H into N whose derivative PI”(u) is surjective, since, by 
(c) the linear operator PI”(u) maps N onto itself. Thus for any 
u E S n I-l(c) a result of Ljusternik [9, p. 2091 implies there is a bounded 
linear functional 1 defined on N such that 2 is a critical point of 
F(u) = I(u) - Z(PI’(u)) defined on H. (2.7) 
Since every linear functional I(n) defined on N, (regarded as a Hilbert 
space) can be written l(n) = ( n, w) for some fixed w E N, ?i satisfies the 
equation 
I’(S) - PI”(u) w = 0 for some w EN. (2.8) 
Taking the inner product of (2.8) with w we find that, since ii E S, 
(I”(zi)w, w) = 0. c onsequently hypothesis (c) implies that w = 0. Hence 
fz is a critical point of I(U) ( considered as defined on the entire space H). 
Finally we observe that all critical points of I(u) lie on M since if I’@) = 0, 
I’@) is necessarily orthogonal to any linear subspace N of H. Con- 
sequently S is the desired natural constraint. 
Remark. In Section 4.1, we will show that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem 
expressed by Eq. (1.5) is a natural constraint for (1.6). 
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2.C. An Analytic Minimax Principle 
Here we use the notion of natural constraint, just introduced, to 
study the occurence of certain critical values of the functional 1(u) 
defined by (2.1) relative to the spectrum of L. In general, the critical 
values found here will contain critical points of higher Morse index for 
I(u) relative to H. 
To motivate the discussion suppose S?(u) = 0 and that the operator 
equation Lu = f is solvable. Then we shall find a variational character- 
ization of the associated unique critical value of the functional 
J(u) = 4 (Lu, u) - (f, 24). (2.9) 
To this end let H,. and H- be the closed linear subspaces of H on which 
the quadratic form (Lu, U) is positive definite and negative definite, 
respectively. Then an arbitrary element u of H can be uniquely written 
u=x+y+xwithx~H+,y~H-andx~KerL.Wethenconsider 
the real number c defined as 
c = inf sup inf J(x + y + x), 
TEH+ wH- zoKerL 
(2.10) 
where J(U) is defined by (Z-9), and prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose c, defined by (2. lo), is jkite and L is a bounded 
self-adjoint linear operator, then c is the unique critical value for J(u) on 
H. Moreover 
(i) the Morse index of any associated critical point on J-‘(c) is equal 
to dim H; 
(ii) c is$finite if and only iff 1 Ker L. 
Proof. We first observe that if f is not orthogonal to KerL, J(x) = 
-(f, x) can take any real value (positive or negative). Now the orthog- 
onality of H+ , H- and Ker L implies 
Consequently if f is not orthogonal to KerL, c cannot be finite, and 
conversely if f 1. Ker L, J(x + y + x) = J(x) + J(y), so that 
(2.12) 
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As the operator L is self-adjoint and Fredholm there is an absolute 
constant c > 0 such that for x E H+ any y E H_ 
(-h 4 3 c II x II29 (LY, Y> G - c II Y 112- (2.13) 
Thus by (2.12), inf,+ J(X) is attained at some XE H+ and the strict 
convexity of J(X) implies that this x is unique. A similar statement 
holds for sup,- J(y) and a unique point 7 E H- since supH- J(y) = 
i4J-J(Y% c onsequently (2.12) implies that c is attained at any point 
of the form E = x + 7 + x for any z E Ker L. Let P+ and P- be the 
canonical orthogonal projections of H onto H, and H- , respectively. 
Then 
J(a) =LC-f = (LX - P,f) + (LY - P-f) 
= P+J’(X) + P-J’(y) = 0. (2.14) 
To prove the second part of the theorem, we observe that the quadratic 
form (Lu, ZJ) is negative definite exactly when u E H- . Consequently the 
Morse index of any critical point u = x + 7 + x of J(U) on H is exactly 
dim H- . Thus c is a critical value for J(U) on H, and also we observe 
that if f 1 Ker L c is certainly finite. The fact that c if finite, is the unique 
critical value for J(U) on H, is then a immediate consequence of (2.14), 
the strict convexity of J(x) and {-J(y)}. 
We now extend the theorem (Theorem 2.10) to functionals of the 
form (2.1). The basic idea involved is the replacement of the notion of 
orthogonal complement used in Theorem 2.10 with the notion of 
natural isoperimetric constraint described in Section 2.B. Thus we define 
the numbers 
where 
c2 = inf sup sup 1(x + y + x), 
H, H KerL 
~2.15)~ 
I(u) = %(Lw u) + 9’(u), 
and find conditions on Z%!(U) and L insuring that one of the numbers cr , 
ca is a critical point of I( u on H. To this end we prove the following ) 
two results. 
THEOREM 2.16. Suppose the C1 semilinear gradient operator I’(u) = 
Lu + 9$?‘(u) satisfies the following conditions. 
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(i) the set 9, = {u j I’(u) 1 Ker L} #= #J; 
(ii) for Jixed u E Y0 , the function I(u + y + FZ) is strictly concave 
iny+xandI(u+y+z)+-coasl[y+zII+co; 
(iii) ~o~~ESP={U/I’(U)IKUK~~L}I(~)~~~~~II~II-~~~. 
Then the number ca defined by (2.15)s . ji ‘t is nz e and is a critical value of 
I(u) on H. 
THEOREM 2.17. The statement analogous to Theorem 2.16 holds for cl 
provided we replace (ii) with (ii’) for fixed u E Y0 , 9?(u + .z) is strictly 
convex in z, while for Jixed u E S, , I(u + y) is strictly concave in y with 
I(u + Y) --+ --co as IIY II --+ co and in (iv), (iv’), the set Y1 is replaced 
with 9; = {u 1 I’(u) _L H-}. 
First we prove the result (Theorem 2.16) by establishing 
LEMMA 2.18. Let I(u) be de$ned by (2.1) and Y = {u j I’(u) 1 H- u 
Ker L}, then under the assumptions (i)-(iii), Y is a natural constraint for 
I(U) on H, and cs = infspI(u). 
Proof. First we show that since yb is nonvacuous, the set Y is 
nonvacuous; we then proceed further by verifying the hypotheses 
necessary to apply Theorem 2.5 to the case at hand. 
To this end let P, , P+ , P- denote the canonical projections of H 
onto KerL, H+ , H- , respectively. Clearly the fact that 9, # + and 
hypothesis (ii) implies that for some X, 7 the real number 
6 = supI(x+y+z) < +a, 
KerL 
while for some x E Ker L, S = I(% + 7 + x). Thus we prove that the 
larger set 9’ is nonvacuous, as follows. Consider the functional 
2Jl( y + 2) = - (?I + y + x) by (ii) 1 ~??r( y + 2) is coercive on Ker L u K , 
by (2.3) +5t~ + ) z is weakly linear semicontinuous there, and so 
Lemma 2.2 implies that P,cY~‘(~” + 5) = P-c??,‘(~ + 2) = 0 for some 
7 E H_ and 2 E KerL. Consequently ii + 9 + 2 E Y. 
To achieve the weak lower semicontinuity of I(u) on Y we write an 
element u E 9’ in the form u = x + y + x, as above, and observe that 
PI’(u) = 0 implies Ly = P-=!%‘(u). Consequently if u, -+ u weakly with 
u, E 9, {Ly,} is strongly convergent since P-9?(un) is. Thus for u n Y, 
the quadratic form (Ly, y) is continuous with respect to weak convergence. 
607/25/z-2 
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Thus, by Lemma 2.3, for u E Y the functional 
qu> = (L(x + 4, (x + 4) + (LY, Y) + W(u) 
is weakly lower semicontinuous; indeed (Ly, y) + A?(U) is actually 
continuous with respect to weak convergence. 
Finally we consider the definiteness of I”(U) on Ker L U H- . Clearly 
hypotheses (ii) of the theorem implies (I”(u)(y + a), y + x) < 0 for 
y E H- and x E Ker L, with equality if and only if y + x = 0 i.e., 
y = x = 0. Consequently the definiteness of I”(U) is established and so 
c = infYI(u) is a critical value for I(U) on H. On the other hand 
infYI(u) = ca , since the points of Y are precisely the solutions 
u = x + y + 2: of the equations 
eI’(x + y + z) = PJ’(x + y + z) = 0, (2.19) 
as x runs over H+ , Moreover the hypotheses of the theorem implies that 
the solutions of (2.19) are obtained precisely as supKer LU,,- I(x + y + x) 
as x varies over H+ . 
Next we consider the case for c1 . 
LEMMA (2.20). S pp u ose the hypotheses of Theorem 2.17 hold and let 
y; = (24 1 I’(u) I HJ; 
then Y7, is a natural constraint for I(u) on H, and infY, I(u) = cr . 
Proof, Let x E H+ be fixed, then consider the number 
By our hypotheses IX(X) is finite and attained, and thus by the von 
Neumann Minimax theorem (see, for example, [lo]), 
Thus 
Cl = ‘H”f &fL s;p I(” + y + z). 
+ 
(2.21) 
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We prove that YI is a natural constraint for I on H, by verifiying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. The weak sequential closure of Sp, and 
the weak lower semicontinuity of I(U) on 9r follow as in Lemma 2.18. 
The definiteness of I”(U) on Y follows from hypothesis (ii’). The fact 
that 9’ is nonvacuous follows from (i) and (iii’). Thus it remains only to 
verify the coerciveness of I(U) on yi_ . To this end we observe that (ii’) 
is precisely the modification of condition (iv) as stated in the theorem. 
Thus the lemma follows from Theorem 2.5 provided we show 
infyI I(U) = cr . This fact is however a immediate consequence of (2.21) 
and the modified hypothesis (iv), since these results imply that c1 = 
infH+“Icer L H- (sup I(2 + y + 4). w e can sharpen the two theorems just 
obtained by making an assumption on the essential spectrum of L. 
COROLLARY (2.22). S pp u ose the essential spectrum of L, a,(L), is 
nonnegative, then the coerciveness parts of hypotheses (ii) and (ii’) of 
Theorems 2.16 and 2.17 can be removed provided we suppose for some 
E > 0 21 E 9, I”(u) - EL is 
(a) negative dejinite on Ker L u K , in case of Theorem 2.16; 
(b) negative definite on H- in case of Theorem 2.17. 
Proof of (a). W e s h ow that for fixed u E Y0 and w = y + z, I(zl ~--- w) -+ 
-CO as 11 w !j -+ co under the given hypotheses. By Taylor’s theorem 
I(u + w) = I(u) + (I’(u), w) + s,’ (I - s)(l”(u + SW) w, w) ds. (2.23) 
Since u E 9, (I’(U), 2) = 0 f or all z E Ker L, and since L is Fredholm 
there is a finite number -y such that (Ly, y) < -y // y /I2 for all J E H- . 
Also by hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2.16 if T”(U) = I”(U) - EL, 
(I”(u)w, w) < 0, and moreover since dim(K u Ker L) < co there is a 
positive constants 01 < 0 such that for fixed u E Y0 
Consequently, by continuity, there is a p > 0 such that //T”(h) -~(u)~j < OL 
for I] h - u jl < p. Thus for s sufficiently small, say j/ SW I/ < p and 
h = u A- SW 
(9”(U + SW) w, zu) .< (fl(u) w, w) + ([P(U) - P”(h)] w, w) 
:< --a 11 w 112. 
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Combining the above facts we find from (2.23) that 
I(u + w) = I(u) + (I’(u), y) + ; (Lw, w) + L1 (1 - s)(f”(u + SW) w, w) ds 
,< I(u) + II I’(u)ll II y II - $ II Y II2 + (“‘w” (1 - ~)(-a II w II”> ds. 
Thus for any 6 > 0, 
I(u + q G qu) + 6-l II I’(U)II~ + 6 II Y 112 - ?+ I!Z - ap II w II I-$“. (2.24) 
Thus choosing 6 = ye/2 we find I(u + W) -+ -co as 11 w (1 + a for 
fixed u E 9s . 
Proof of(b). In this case we bound 1(u + y) from above exactly as in 
(2.24) setting w = y and x = 0 throughout. 
COROLLARY (2.25). Suppose cl deJined by (2.15), is a critical value of 
I(u) with H- # 4 then I-l(c,) contains a critical point ZI which is not a 
strict (retative) minimum for I(u) on H. A similar result holds for c2 defined 
by(2.14),ifHPuKerL ++. 
Proof. This fact is an immediate consequences of the definitions 
(2.15). Indeed if any critical point u on I-l(c,) or I-l(c,) were a strict 
relative minima, 1(?1 + EV) > I(u) for any v E H with E > 0 sufficiently 
small and this would contradict the maximization property of u over H- 
in the case of c1 or over H- u Ker L in the case of c2 . 
3. SEMILINEAR GRADIENT OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
Here we combine the results of the last section with some basic facts 
about operator equations to obtain some answers to the questions (a)-(c) 
of Section 1. In particular, in Sections 3.A and 3.B we obtain a widely 
applicable solvability criteria for semilinear gradient operator equations 
of the form 
Lu + N(u) = f, (3.1) 
based on the interplay between the spectrum of L and qualitative 
properties of the functionalJlr. In Section 3.B, assuming a given gradient 
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operator equations is solvable we obtain lower bounds for the number 
of its solutions in generic cases, by relating our work to Morse theory. 
3.A. The General Solvability Criteria 
In this subsection we prove the following answers to the questions 
(a)-(b) raised in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the C1 semilinear gradient operator L + ,P 
satisJes the following conditions. 
(a) for Jixed u E AI = (u j N’(u) - f 1 Ker L} L + N”(u) is nega- 
tivedefiniteonH-uKerLandL(u+y+x)-t-~asj~y+x~~+oo; 
(b) for uEY=={u]Lu+N’(u)-ffHKUKerL} I(u)+co 
as /I u I/ -+ a. Then the equation Lu +M’(u) = f is solvable zf and only 
if the set JZ = (u 1 N’(u) - f _L Ker L) is nonempty. Moreover, sfsolvable, 
a critical value of the functional 
I(u) = -&(Lu, u) + N(u) - (f, u) 
is given by the formula for c2 (2.19, . 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.4. The above result also holds if the hypotheses (a) and (b) 
are replaced with 
(a’) for$xed u E YO ,9?(u + z) is strictly convex in x, while I(u + y) 
is strictly concave in y with I(u + y) -+ -CO as I/y I/ -+ co 
(b’) same as (b) except that Y is replaced with YI = (u 1 I’(u) J- H-1. 
In this case the critical value for I(u) is given by c1 of (2.15). 
Proofs. First we observe that the nonvacuousness of the set A is 
certainly necessary for the solvability of (3.1). Indeed for any solution 
E {LL?I + J-‘(u) - g> must be orthogonal to any subspace N of H. 
To prove the sufficiency part of the results (3.2) and (3.4) we suppose 
J? # +. In that case the hypotheses of Theorems 2.16 (resp. Theorem 
2.17) are satisfied with 99(u) = A’“(u) - (f, u). Consequently applying 
these results we find that the numbers cs (resp. cl) are critical values for 
1(u) defined by (2.15). Th us, in either case, the equation (3.1) is solvable 
and the solution corresponds to a critical value cs (resp. ci) of I(u) on H. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose the essential spectrum of L, o,(L) is non- 
negative, then the coerciveness hypotheses of (a) and (a’) of the theorems 
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(Theorems 3.2, 3.4) can be removed provided for some E > 0, and 
u E Y0 I”(u) - EL is negative definite on Ker L u K in the case of 
Theorem 3.2 and on K for Theorem 3.4. 
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.22, 
and Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose the hypotheses of results (Theorems 3.2, 3.4) 
above are satisfied, then if N’(O) = 0, the equation 
Lu + J-‘(u) = f with f E [Ker L]l 
is always solvable. In particular if Ker L = 4 the mapping L + JV’ is 
surjective. 
Proof. It suffices by virtue of the above results to consider the set 
A = (U I N’(u) - f 1 Ker L}. The set A will be nonvacuous if 
A’“‘(O) = 0 and f # Ker L, since the zero element will then clearly 
belong to 4. 
Remark 3.7. Suppose Ker L = 4, then we observe that the results 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 become identical. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.4 
are satisfied and Eq. (3.1) ( t) 1 bl is no so vu e in H. Then the equation 
Lu + J-‘(u) = f + fi K I Ker L) 
is also (not) solvable in H. 
Proof. For any w E Ker L (f + fi , w) = (f, w). Consequently if the 
set Al = {U 1 N’(U) - f _L Ker L) is nonvacuous, so is the set Af+fl = 
{U 1 JV’(~) - (f 1 fi) 1 Ker L}, and conversely. 
3.B. Specializations 
Here we pursue the consequences of the abstract results of the last 
section by making additional hypotheses on the operators L and M’ 
assuming throughout that L + JV’ is semilinear. We begin by suppose 
that K = (01. In that case we can restate simply Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 
as follows. 
THEOREM 3.9. The equation (3.1) is solvable zf and only zf the set 
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A? = {u ( N’(u) - f I_ Ker L) is nonwacuous provided I(u) is coercive 
on A%? andN”(u) is defkite on Ker L for u E 4, and H- = (O}. 
Proof. Set H- = {O] in (3.5). 
Now we pursue this result further by making additional assumptions 
on the operator J’(U). 
Suppose for example that (*)JV( u is strictly concave and for some ) 
6 > 0 with JI u JI sufficiently large and u E &’ 
(3.10) 
This hypothesis will be easily verified for instance if J(u) is strictly 
concave andM’(,) is uniformly bounded, i.e., jj~V’(u)ll < K for VU E H 
for some fixed constant K > 0. Moreover it can also be verified for some 
cases discussed in Section l.B. As a consequence of Theorem 3.9 we 
prove 
COROLLARY 3.11. Suppose that H- = {O] and the hypothesis (*) is 
satisfied. Then the equation (3.1) is satisfied if and only ;f the set A # q3. 
Proof. By virtue of the strict concavity of X(u) on H, Y(u) is 
certainly definite on Ker L. On the other hand any element u of .4? can 
be uniquely written u = Z(X) + x with x E H+ and Z(X) uniquely 
determined by x by virtue of (*). 
Consequently for 24 E J#, 
I(u) = &k x) + Jqx + z(x)) - (f, u). 
Since u E JZ, (J’“‘(u), x(x)) = (f, x(x)) and the concavity of&-(u) implies 
that 
J+) < J-(u) - (J-p), z(x)). 
Thus since L is a Fredholm operator there is an absolute constant c > 0. 
I(u) 3 c II x II2 + 4x) + (J-(u), 44) - (5 4 
> c 11 x II2 + N(x) - (f, x) (since 24 o A) 
Now as 11 x 11 ---f co (*) implies that 1 J+‘(X)] < k 11 x II2 with Fz < c thus by 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
w b c II x II2 - h II 32 II2 - llfll II x II. 
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Thus I(u) --f co as 11 x 11 -+ co. On the other hand if 11 x [j remains 
uniformly bounded so must Z(X) so that I(U) is coercive on A!. Thus 
the corollary is established. 
Now we remove the restriction on the spectrum of L somewhat by 
proving 
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose the hypothesis (*) is satisJied and o,(L) C 
(0, co). Then the equation (3.1) is satisjied if and only if A! # 4. 
Proof. We apply Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.2, checking only the 
verifications needed due to the possible presence of o-(L). Clearly 
L + X”(u) is negative definite on N = K u Ker L since L is Fredholm 
and (X”(U)V, V) < 0 for ZJ E Ker L u K . The form I”(u) - EL is 
clearly negative definite on N by (*) f or E sufficiently small. Clearly, (b) is 
verified as in Corollary 3.8 since an arbitrary element u E 9’ can be writ- 
ten u = x + y(x) $ Z(X) with ((Y(X)\\ and 11 z(x)ll tending to infinity 
only if I] x I/ ---t co. 
In case X(U) is strictly convex, the following analog of Corollary 3.11 
holds. 
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose the hypotheses (*) is modijied by assuming 
N(u) is strictly convex. Then without any restriction on o(L), the equation 
(3.1) is satisfied ifl&? # 4. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.4. Since the proof is parallel to 
Corollary 3.11 we need only verify that behavior of L(u + y) -+ - co as 
11 y I/ ---t co for fixed u E A&‘. To this end we observe that 
I@ +Y) = wu, 4 + B(LY,Y) + J-b + Y> + WY II> 
< const -Cc - Qllr II2 + WI Y II). 
Thus for large 1) y 11, I(u + y) -+ ----co as jl y I] - 00. 
We now derive some interesting consequences of the above results. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Suppose the hypothesis (*) is satisfied then the 
mapping A = L + ,lr’ has open range (when regarded as a mapping of 
H into itself). 
Proof. Suppose fO is in the range of A then, by Theorem 3.12, the 
set JZf, = {U I u E H J’(u) -f,, 1 Ker L) is nonempty. Thus if P, 
denotes the canonical projection of H onto KerL, we find that the 
equation P&N’(u) -fO) = 0 has a solution u0 (say). 
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We show that the equation 
Po(Jq% + 4 - f) = 0, zEKerL (3.14) 
is solvable in x for l\f -fO Ij su ffi ciently small. Indeed since N”(U) is 
definite for u E &, and Ker L is finite-dimensional, the implicit function 
theorem applied to the mappingf(z) = P,+tr’(z+, + 2) and the fact that 
the matrixf’(0) is invertible implies the desired solvability properties of 
(3.14). Consequently J&F~ is nonvacuous for f sufficiently close to fO, 
and by Theorem 3.12 the equation Lu + N’(U) = f is solvable. Thus 
the map A = L + N has open range. 
As mentioned in Remark 1.18, we now show the generalized Morse 
theory of [2, 181 can be used to estimate the number of solutions of the 
operator equation 
Lu +N(ff) =f (3.15) 
under the hypothesis (*), and (1.13). 
THEOREM 3.16. Assume (3.15) is solvable. Suppose the C’ operator 
A = L + N’ satisfies the hypotheses of (1.13) and (*) and the functional 
I(u) dejined by (3.3), . 2s inverse bounded1 or each f, then after a arbitrarily 
small but (nonxero) perturbation f’ off, the equation Lu + N’(u) = f + f’ 
is solvable and the solutions satisfy the Morse inequalities of [18, p. 3381 
for any two Jinite numbers a, b chosen apart from a set of Lebesgue measure 
zero. 
Proof. By (1.1) and the inverse boundedness of I(u) the functional 
4,(u) = 44 - (fi 9 > u sa is t fi es condition (C) on I<‘[a, b] for any finite 
numbers a, b. Moreover by (1.13) apart from a set of Lebesgue measure 
zero the real numbers a and b are regular values of IfI( By Corollary 
3.13, f + f’ is in the range of A and furthermore all the critical points of 
I,,(u) are nondegenerate by (1.12). C onsequently the hypotheses of 
[ 18, Theorem 71 are satisfied and our result is established. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we ilIustrate the applications of the abstract results 
of Section 3 by considering various problems in nonlinear ordinary and 
partial differential equations, as well as the examples of Section 1. 
1 1-l[c, d] is bounded in H for every finite c, d. 
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4.A. The Examples of Section I 
We begin with the differential geometric problem of Section 1.B. Let us 
prove the following result of [4, 51 as a consequence of Theorem 3.9. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (F, gl) denote the 2-sphere in Iw3 with the standard 
metric of constant Gauss curvature 1, and suppose K(x) = K(-x). Then 
K(x) is the Gaussian curvature of a Riemannian metric g” of S2 ;f and only 
if supSa K(x) > 0. 
Proof, By the standard regularity theory of elliptic partial differential 
equations and the remarks of Section 1 .B it suffices to prove the func- 
tional 
has a critical point E E WI,,(S2, g,) = {U j U, 1 Vu 1 EL~(S~, gr)}. Equiv- 
alently denoting WI,,(S2, g,) as the Hilbert space n with the inner 
product 
(u, v) = Is, (uw + vu - Vo) dV, 
and defining the operators L and N’(u) implicitly by the formulas 
(Lu, v) = J@ vu * vv, 
(-qu), v> = s, K(x) e% u, fJ E J471,2(S2, g1). 
We find (by arguing as in [4]) that L + M’ is a semilinear gradient 
operator mapping H into itself. Moreover setting I7 = WIs2(S2, g’) since 
K(x) = K( -x), L and JY’ map the subspace H of s defined by setting 
H = {u j u ~su(x) = u(-x)} into itself; restricting L + .N’ to H 
we find o-(L) = {0} and dim Ker L = 1 and Ker L consists of the 
constants, while h, = 6 (the eigenfunctions of d associated with the 
eigenvalue 2 being in the orthogonal complement of H in I?). Thus to 
prove the theorem we need only verify the coerciveness hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.9. To this end, we first observe that u E &’ implies 
s K(x) 3% = 47, 
and setting u = u0 + U, where u is the mean value of u over (S2, g,) 
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and Js2 uU = 0 we find 2~ = log 47r - log j’ K(zc)ezuo. Thus for U E& n H, 
(4.2) and the above imply 
> const. + 
s 
4 / v u. I2 - 2rr log 
s 
K(x) 2”~. 
Now setting us = u /I us IIH , where 11 v jjH = 1 and noting that for 
every E > 0 that 2~s < l/e 11 us 11; + c’u2, we find 
I(u) > const. + (i - ‘<) 11 us II2 - 2~ log I,? K(X) erv2. (4.3) 
Now we use a inequality of Moser [5] that implies 
SUP r exp 8nw2 < co for v(x) EA and I 
6 = 0. (4.4) 
lh!l=l ‘S2 St 
Consequently choosing E = 87r in (4.3) we find, that I(U) -+ co as 
I/ us I/ -+ ~YZ for u E A. Furthermore J(u) = -J K(x)e2U is strictly 
concave in ii for u E J&, since 
M(uo + ii) = -e’” 1 K(x) ezuo < 0. 
Consequently Theorem 3.9 implies that (1.4) is solvable if and only if 
there is a element u E &! but as mentioned in Section l.B this is equiv- 
alent to the fact that sups2 K(x) > 0. 
Next we remark that for manifolds with x(M) = 0, the results of 
Section l.B show that the criteria of Theorem 3.2 do not hold without 
convexity hypotheses. Indeed consider the flat torus ( T2, g,) (of constant 
Gauss curvature zero) and the partial differential equation 
Au + K(x)@ = 0, (45) 
defined on ( T2, g,,). As in the above theorem, (4.5) can be written in the 
semilinear form Lu + M’(u) = 0 on the Hilbert space W,,,( T2, g,) with 
Ker L = {constant functions on T2}. Now for K(x) + 0 by the result 
(ii) of Section l.B this equation is solvable if and only if (1) there is a 
u E W,,,( T2, g,,) such that ST* K(x)e2% &’ = 0 and (2) IT2 K(x) dV < 0. 
Thus the extra condition (2) shows that Theorem 3.2 is not valid for 
(4.5) without some further restriction on the function K(x). 
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Finally we observe that Theorem 4.1 may no longer be true if the 
evenness hypotheses on K(x) is removed by virtue of (iii) of Section l.B 
since the equation 
Au - 1 + K(X) e2u = 0 on (S2, gd 
may not be solvable. (See [6].) C onsequently the coerciveness hypoth- 
eses (b) of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 are certainly necessary. 
Now we turn to the examples of Section l.C. For simplicity, we 
consider the Dirichlet problem (more general boundary value problems 
will be discussed in Section 4.C) defined on a bounded domain Q C RN 
924 + g(x, Dyu) = f, IYI <m-- 1, (4.6,) 
Dyu laSa = 0, IYI <m-- 1. (46) 
We suppose 9 is a formally self-adjoint linear elliptic partial differential 
operator with smooth coefficients of order 2m and g is a C1 function of 
its arguments with g(x, Dyu) the Euler-Lagrange derivative of a strictly 
convex functional Jsa G(x, Pu). In addition, we suppose that the function 
g(x,v) is a uniformly bounded function of its arguments [i.e., ig(x, ~)1 <K 
for all X, 7). 
Under these hypotheses, we prove 
THEOREM 4.7. The system (4.6) h as a smooth solution in Q and at all 
smooth portions of &’ if and only if there is an element u E IJ@~~,~(Q) such 
that 
1, wg(x, Dw) = 1 fw for all w E Ker L. 
Proof. Let H = Fb’,,&J), i.e., the Hilbert space obtained by 
completing C,“(Q) in W,,,(Q). By hypothesis, 9 can be written in 
the form 
Yu = 2 D”{a,,(x) Ok}. 
lal.lfll<~ 
Consequently the operator L defined implicitly by the formula 
6% 4 = , , g, i (--1P1 a,,&> D8n Dsv 
=. ??a 
is a self-adjoint mapping of H into itself. Garding’s inequality then 
implies that L has no essential spectrum. Moreover the hypotheses on 
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g(x, 7) imply, by Rellich’s lemma, that the functional ,Y(u) = Js, G(x, Dw) 
is a C2 functional defined on I$‘m,z(sZ) with J’(u) completely continuous. 
Consequently L + ~4’“’ is a semilinear operator defined on @fiz,z(sZ). 
Consequently to prove the desired result, we need only verify the 
hypothesis (*) of Section 3.B and apply Theorem 3.12. To this and we 
observe that for any u E H, 
where c is a constant independent of v. Thus the coercive condition of 
(3.1) is automatically satisfied. 
Remark. Suppose g(x, u) = g(u) ( i.e., g does not depend on x) and 
dim Ker L = 1. Then the boundedness assumption on g(u) and the 
strict convexitity of the function G(u) = gg(s) ds implies that both 
limits limzc++m g(u) = g( oo) and lim,,-, g(u) = g(- co) exist, with 
g( - co) < g(u) < g( oo). In that case, the inequalities of [7] mentioned 
in (1.3) imply our necessary and sufficient condition of the above 
theorem. Indeed consider the function 
4% > 4 = Cl on D, = {w 1 w > 0}, 
= c2 on D- = {w 1 w < 01. 
Now the inequality (1.9) implies that as cr + 00 and c2 -+ -co 
4Cl ,cJ = s g(f& >4) w > sa s R fw, 
while as cr + --co and c2 + +GO, 
I(Cl 9 4 < Jfw. 
Thus for some c r , ca = Jn fw, since I is a continuous function of ci , ca . 
Moreover by a simple smoothing argument, for any E > 0 the two 
parameter family u(c r , ca) can be perturbed to a family u”,(c, , c2) E l$‘l,,(Q) 
with (a) Jg(E,(c i , cz))w depending continuously on c1 and ca and 
II 4% 9 4 - zz,(cl 3 &,(D) < Ed (b) 
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for D = D+‘and D- . Consequently (1.9) implies that&! = {z+ E II&(Q), 
Smw = Sf w is nonvacuous. Of course the virtue of our results > 
consists in its general applicability independent of any growth conditions 
on g(u)- 
4.B. Periodic Motions of Hamiltonian Systems 
Consider the system of N second order differential equations 
2 = v V(x, t), (4.8) 
where x = (x, (t),..., x,,,(t)) and V(x, t) is a Cl real valued function in 
x and t. We assume that V is p-periodic in t and look for p-periodic 
solutions of (4.8). As a first result we have 
THEOREM 4.9. Assume that V(x, t) -+ CO as 1 x 1 -+ CO uniformly in t. 
Then system (4.8) has a p-periodic solution. 
Proof. By virtue of standard regularity arguments, it suffices to find 
“weak” solutions of (4.8), (as defined in 4.A). To this end set (x, y) = 
.I: x(t) r(t) dt, and (x, A1 = 6% ~9 + (x, y), U(x) = JOB W(t), t) 4 and 
G(x) = *(a, 5) + U(x). Let H denote the space of p-periodic absolutely 
continuous N-vector functions x(t) which possess square integrable 
derivatives. HI is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product (x, y)r . 
It is easily verified that there is a self-adjoint linear operator L on HI 
such that 
(.k Y)l = (4 Y), % Y E 4 * 
Note that L > 0 and the null-space of L consists only of the constant N 
vectors. 
Next we note that U(X) is sequentially weakly continuous on H. For 
if xk --+ x weakly in HI, then xk(t) --+ x(t) uniformly on [0, /3] by 
Sobolev’s inequality. Hence U(x,) --f U(x). Consequently G(x) is 
weakly lower semicontinuous on HI . 
Finally we show that G(x) + co as I/ x /I1 ---f co. For x E HI , we can 
write x = c + y, where c is a constant and (y, 1) = 0. Thus 
G(x) = 4 II 9 II:, + j” V(Y + c, t) dt. 
Since V E Cl and V(x, t) --t co as j x I + cc uniformly in t, there is a 
constant K, such that V(x, t) 3 --K, . Now suppose // x /II--+ CO. 
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Since the mean value of y is zero, there is an absolute constant c > 0: 
Thus 
Hence 
G(x) 3 4 co2 IIy II2 - ,BKo . 
G(x) + co if l/y II - a. 
Now suppose II y II1 < Kl and c2 + co. Let Q be the set of those t in 
[0, is] such that y(t)” > c2/4. Then 
Thus m(Q) < 4K12/c2. Let 52’ be the complement of Sz in [0, /3]. Then 
m(L?‘) > /3 - (4K12/c2). T a k e c2 so large that m(Q) > p/2. Then on 52’ 
we have 1 y + c 1 3 j c 1 - I y / > j c 112. Now by hypothesis there is 
afunction q(r) such that 7(r) + co as r -+ Go and 
Thus 
v, t) 3 4 x I) 
u(x)=jBv(y+c,i)dt= j, i-j 
0 sa’ 
as c2 -+ co. Thus G(x) -+ co as jl x/II -+ co. 
Thus we have by Theorem 2.3 that G’(x) = 0 has a solution in HI 
and so a smooth p-periodic solution. 
To apply the more subtle results of Section 3 to problem of finding 
periodic solutions of (4.8) we shall thus not suppose that the coercive 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.9. Rather we suppose that 
VV(x, t) = --Ax + VW(x, t), (4.11) 
where (i) A is a self-adjoint nonsingular (N x N) matrix with positive 
eigenvalues 0 < XI2 < h22.5 *** < AK2 (1 < K < N); 
(ii) I VWG 9 is uniformly bounded; 
(iii) W(x, t) strictly convex in x. 
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We see clearly that 
V(x, t) = W(x, t) - 4 (Ax, x) 
does not tend to infinity as 1 x [ -+ 00, since if x1 is the normalized 
constant eigenvector of A associated with X, . 
V(cx1 , t)=-~c2h,+0(~Cj)-+-cc as IcI-+oo. 
Consequently the above theorem is not applicable. On the other hand, we 
shall prove the following result in this connection. 
THEOREM 4.12. Suppose VV(x, t) satisfies the properties (i)-(iii) above, 
and is p-periodic in t then, the equation (4.8) has a P-periodic solution if and 
only if for some x(t) E HI , 
s 
’ V W(x(t), t) * y(t) dt = 0, 
0 
(4.13) 
for all p-periodic so&ions of the linear equation jj + Ay = 0. 
Proof. As in the proof just above, we let the Hilbert space HI denote 
the p-periodic mappings of UP into [WN with the inner product 
On that space we define the operators L and J’-‘(U) implicitly by the 
formulas 
(Lx, y) = s” {2(t) j(t) dt - Ax(t) . y(t)} dt, 
0 
(4.14) 
(J’-‘(x), Y> = r‘” V W(x(t>, 0) - y(t) dt. 
0 
(4.15) 
Clearly the self-adjointness of A, implies the self-adjointness of L, and 
together with Rellich’s lemma implies L is a Fredholm operator with 
no essential spectrum. Rellich’s lemma also implies M’(x) defined by 
(4.15) is completely continuous. Consequently L + N’ is a semilinear 
gradient operator and to establish the desired result we need only apply 
Theorem 3.12. To this end we observe that 
Ker L = { y(t)1 y(t) /3 periodic and jj + Ay = 01. 
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Moreover N(U) is strictly concave with 11 N’(u)lIH1 uniformly bounded 
by hypotheses (ii) and (iii) of the theorem. ThusJtr’(u) satisfies hypothesis 
(*) of Section 3 and the theorem is proven since here f = 0 and by 
definition (4.15) 
(J’W, Y) = j-” VW+), 4 *r(t) dt. 
0 
4.C. General Elliptic Boundary Value Problems 
As a final application of our results, we discuss semilinear elliptic 
partial differential equations relative to general self-adjoint boundary 
conditions. Let Sz be a smooth bounded domain of RN, and consider the 
following system defined on I2 
224 +f(x, 24) = 0 in Q, (4.16a) 
Bj(U) = 0 on a.c2, 1 <j,<m, (4.6) 
where 9 is a formally self-adjoint elliptic operator with smooth coeffi- 
cients defined by setting 
and the boundary differential operators B, ,... B, are of order <2m 
with real smooth coefficients. Let V be the set of all v E Wz”~“(sZ) satisfying 
Bjv = 0 on a52, 1 <j<m, 
in the generalized sense (see [5] for definitions) and we assume the 
boundary conditions are such that ($Pu, V) = a(u, v), u, v E V, where 
a(u, v) = 
IwiTk7n JQ 
auv D% D% = (Su, v) (say) 
(cf. [3, 41 for the general construction of such boundary conditions). We 
also assume that the set {BJ is normal, i.e., that their orders mj are 
distinct and that 8Q is not characteristic for any of them at any point 
(cf. [4, 51). BY rearranging if necessary, we can make mj < mk for 
j < k (i.e., we can arrange the B, in ascending order). Thus there is an 
integer 1 such that 0 < 1 < m and 
6”7hb-3 
(4.5) 
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Let H denote the set of all z, E Wm*2(sZ) satisfying 
Bp = 0 on asz, 1 <j<Z. 
The operator 9 together with these boundary conditions will be regular 
in the sense that it possesses a discrete set of real eigenvalues (which 
may extend however from - 00 to +co) and such that the associated 
abstract operator L mapping H into itself is a bounded Fredholm and 
self-adjoint. However, the essential spectrum of L may not be non- 
negative (see [ll]). (A criterion for the operator 9 to have nonnegative 
essential spectrum will be given below.) 
Let A be the operator in L2(!2) defined as the restriction of L to 
V z D(A). Th en we solve the system (4.16) by finding a function 
u E D(A) such that 
Au = f(x, 28). (4.17) 
Under the following assumptions onf(x, u) and A, 
(i) f(~, t) < C(1 + 1 t 1”) for 1 t 1 sufficiently large where /3 < 
(?z + 2m/(n - 2m); 
(ii) for 1 t 1 sufficiently large, there are positive constants y and S 
with J:~(x, s) ds > -yt2 - 6; 
(iii) for u E H, any E > 0, 2ye + fU(x, u) < 0; 
(iv) A is self-adjoint on H and I? defined by (4.17’) below is 
Fredholm, 
we prove 
THEOREM 4.18. Under the above hypotheses the equation (4.17) has a 
solution u E D(A) if and only if there is a function v E H such that 
I 6) [ f(s, v) + 2p] w = 0 for all w  E Ker(A - 2~). 
Proof. We define an operator L implicitly on H by setting 
@% V>H = 4% -4 - 3+, v) U,VEH. (4.17’) 
The results of [12] imply I? is a bounded self-adjoint Fredholm linear 
operator mapping H into itself. Let 
4u) = s, {Q, 4 + P”> w. 
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Clearly.,&“(u) is a C2 functional on H, and Sobolev’s inequalities together 
with hypotheses (i) imply that M’(u) is completely continuous. Con- 
sequently E + 5 V’ is semilinear. 
Now we verify the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 for the operator 
z + A”‘. Since Ker 2 = Ker(A - 2~) and 
(J-‘(u), 4 = J {f(& 4 + 2v4173 for w E Ker E, 
the theorem will then follow immediately. Indeed, if u E H and 
Lu + J+‘“‘(U) = 0, then 
4% 4 = j-,f(E, u) v for v EH. 
Thus u is a weak solution of (4.17) and elliptic regularity theory insures 
that u E D(A) and that u actually satisfies (4.17). 
To verify the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 we begin by setting 
He = c @ Ker(Z - A) 
A<0 
and 
N = H- u Ker E. 
Now by (iii) for v E N, and any u E H, 
([L + J”“Wl v, v) = p, v) + j u&T 4 + 2r) v2 
< 0. 
While for fixed u E A’ and v = y + zy E H-z E Ker E, 
I@ + Y + 4 - (LY, Y> + J-(u + y + 4 
- @Y, Y) + VT49 Y> 
+ l1 (1 - w&J + sv) + 34 v2 as 
(Here N means tends to infinity with). 
Thus as 11 y JjH + co I(u + y + z) -+ -co, and similarly if 11 z IIH -+ co, 
Jn 9 + co (since Ker E is finite-dimensional). This verifies Theorem 
3.2(a). 
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Finally we verify Theorem 3.2(b). Let z, E H+ = [N]+, then 
I@> = @J, 4 + J mx, 4 - P”>- 
Consequently the Fredholm property of L and the hypotheses (ii) 
imply the existence of a constant c > 0 such that 
Consequently 1(v) -+ co as 11 21 I/ -+ co. 
Now we sharpen the above result slightly by imposing an extra 
condition on the operator (2, Bj). 
COROLLARY 4.19. Suppose 
inf a(u’ ‘1 > -a. 
uoy II u II;, ’ 
(4.20) 
then Theorem 4.18 holds with E = 0 in hypothesis (iii), and without (iv). 
Proof. By virtue of the proof of Theorem 4.18 and Corollary 3.12 we 
observe that it suffices to prove the essential spectrum of 1 is nonnegative. 
This will follow from the 
LEMMA. Suppose (4.20) holds and the pair (9, Bj) satisfy the assump- 
tion of Theorem 4.18; then A is self-adjoint and the spectrum of A is 
bounded from below. 
Proof. It follows from (4.20) that there are constants K1 , K2 such 
that 
II u II%.2 G GW + K2 II u 112> UEH. 
Also we note that there is a normal set E, ,..., EZmel of boundary operators 
such that the order of Ej is j and v E H if and only if v E W*p2(1;2) and 
Elnjv = 0 on asz, 1 <j<l. (4.21) 
Moreover, v E V if and only if v G W2m~2(Q), (4.2) holds and 
E2,,++v = 0 on ai2, l<j<m. 
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In addition one has 
(6% v) = a(% v) + $1 s,, E2m--k--1~Ekv da, u, v E W2”s2(Q). 
Now suppose u E V and Au = f. Then, by the above facts, 
(5 v) = +, v), VEH. (4.22) 
Conversely, if u E H and (4.22) holds, then elliptic regularity theory 
shows that u E w2”32(&?) [13]. Thus 
(f, n) = (LG, v) - $-I ia E,,_,:-,uE,V da, v E W2”~2(0)H. 
Thus LJ?u = f and 
E,,-,-,uE,v da = 0, v E W”“‘“(G’) n H. 
This implies that 
E 2m-q--1U = 0 on LKJ, l<j<m 
(cf. [13]). Since u E H we have by (4.21) that 
E,,+ = 0, 1 <j<Z. 
Thus u E D(A) and Au = f. It follows that A is regularly accretive. 
Since a(u, V) is symmetric, A is self-adjoint ([ 14, Chap. 1, Theorem 7.61). 
Remark. Necessary and sufficient conditions for (4.20) are given 
in [ll]. 
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